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Who Was Pete Seeger
With dazzling, lyrical verse in the folk revival style
and stunning cut-paper illustrations, Colin Meloy and
Nikki McClure pay tribute to Pete Seeger, a visionary
who changed the world with song. Pete Seeger once
sang that if he had a golden thread, he would use it
to weave people from all over the world to one
another. That golden thread, for Pete, was music.
Born into a family of traveling musicians, Pete picked
up his first instrument at age seven. From then on,
music was his life, whether he was playing banjo for
soldiers during World War II, rallying civil rights
activists and war protesters with songs such as “We
Shall Overcome,” “Where Have All the Flowers
Gone?,” and “If I Had a Hammer,” or leading
environmental efforts to clean up the Hudson River.
For decades, Pete Seeger’s messages of universal
understanding and social and environmental justice
inspired generations—and have left a lasting legacy.
"Pete Seeger has led millions of people in joyful
singing for over sixty years, and his banjo style has
influenced innumerable players. On this unique DVD
he teaches up-picking, frailing, whamming, doublethumbing, tremolo, 6/8 time, calypso rhythm,
hammering-on, pulling-off, two-and three-finger
picking and a variety of wonderful songs"--Container.
A spirited and intimate look at American icon and
activist Pete Seeger. Throughout his life, Pete
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Seeger transformed a classic American musical style
into a form of peaceful protest against war,
segregation, and nuclear weapons. Drawing on his
extensive talks with Seeger, Alec Wilkinson delivers
a first hand look at Seeger's unique blend of
independence and commitment, charm, courage,
energy, and belief in human equality and American
democracy. We see Seeger as a child, instilled with
a love of music by his parents; as a teenager,
hearing real folk music for the first time; as a young
adult, singing with Woody Guthrie. And finally,
Seeger the man marching with the Rev. Martin
Luther King in Selma, standing up to McCarthyism,
and fighting for his beloved Hudson River. The
gigantic life captured in this slender volume is truly
an American anthem.
A poor but clever traveler finds a way to get the
townspeople to share their food with him in this
retelling of a classic tale, set in Germany at the end
of the Thirty Years War.
“We Shall Overcome” isn’t a complicated piece of
music. The first verse has only twenty-two words,
most of them repeated. The melody is
straightforward. The chords are basic. Yet the song
has had a profound effect on people throughout the
United States—and the world. In clear, accessible
language Stuart Stotts explores the roots of the tune
and the lyrics in traditional African music and
Christian hymns. He demonstrates the key role “We
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Shall Overcome” played in the civil rights, labor, and
anti-war movements in America. And he traces the
song’s transformation into an international anthem.
With its dramatic stories and memorable quotes, this
saga of a famous piece of music offers a unique way
of looking at social history. Author’s note,
bibliography, source notes, index.
The Pete Seeger Reader brings together writing by
and about Seeger and covers his songwriting,
recording, book and magazine publishing, and
political organizing over the course of his lengthy,
storied career.
Long an icon of American musical and political life,
Pete Seeger has written eloquently in a diverse array
of publications but nowhere is his life story more
personally chronicled than in these, his private
writings, documents and letters stored for decades in
his family barn. Pete Seeger: His Life in His Own
Words, collects Seeger's letters, notes, published
articles, rough drafts, stories and poetry - creating
the most intimate picture yet available of Seeger as
a musician, an activist and a family man. The book
covers the passions, personalities and experiences
of a lifetime of struggle - from the pre-WWII labour
movement and the Communist Party, to Woody
Guthrie, the Civil Rights movement and the struggle
against the war in Vietnam. The portrait that
emerges is not of a saint, but a flesh-and-blood man,
struggling to understand his time and his place.
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In our chaotic world of co-opted imagery, does art
still have power? A fog of images and information
permeates the world nowadays: from advertising,
television, radio, and film to the glut produced by the
new economy and the rise of social media . . . where
even our friends suddenly seem to be selling us the
ultimate product: themselves. Here, Nato
Thompson—one of the country’s most celebrated
young curators and critics—investigates what this
deluge means for those dedicated to socially
engaged art and activism. How can anyone find a
voice and make change in a world flooded with such
pseudo-art? How are we supposed to discern
what’s true in the product emanating from the
ceaseless machine of consumer capitalism, a
machine that appropriates from art history, and now
from the methods of grassroots political organizing
and even social networking? Thompson’s
invigorating answers to those questions highlights
the work of some of the most innovative and
interesting artists and activists working today, as well
as institutions that empower their communities to
see power and reimagine it. From cooperative
housing to anarchist infoshops to alternative art
venues, Seeing Power reveals ways that art today
can and does inspire innovation and dramatic
transformation . . . perhaps as never before.
Pete Seeger is one of the most recorded artists in American
history, and his recording catalog tells us not just the story of
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his career but the story of our culture and its political and
social history. A Pete Seeger Discography: Seventy Years of
Recordings is a comprehensive listing of the 45s, 78s, LPs,
and CDs recorded by Seeger in his various incarnations: with
the Almanac Singers, with the Weavers, as a solo artist, and
with other musicians and contributors. David King Dunaway
provides information, with easy to use cross-references, on
rare recordings and archival collections. The discography
offers details on Seeger's recording history, including the
album title, song(s), other artists on the recording, the
publisher and number, and the year or exact recording date if
known, as well as the original release date and the rereleases of each recording. Structured to make locating
details easy for readers, the recordings are organized
chronologically and categorized by albums, singles, private
pressings, and foreign releases. Readers can easily crossreference through album and song title indexes and a
contributing artist index. An appendix listing the unreleased
archival holdings of the Smithsonian Folkways collection
under Moe Asch completes the volume, and a photospread
with more than 30 of Seeger's album covers convey a
pictorial recording history of this well-loved artist. The authors
gratefully acknowledge Furthermore: a program of the J.M.
Kaplan Fund, for their funding assistance in preparing this
discography.
Lee, a jazz pianist, has to leave his band when he begins
losing his hearing, but he meets a deaf saxophone player in a
sign language class and together they form a snazzy new
band that takes the world by storm!
Based on a South African tale, this story tells what happens
when a giant who had been banished from a town by a
magician 30 years earlier is called back to save the town from
flooding.
An autobiography in words and songs by one of the most
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influential figures in American music.
Pete Seeger was still singing and playing the banjo for tens of
thousands of fans even when he was at the age of ninetyfour. Born in New York City on May 3, 1919, Pete came from
a family of musicians. Despite writing and singing folk songs
that all
In what other language, asks Lederer, do people drive on a
parkway and park in a driveway, and your nose can run and
your feet can smell? In CRAZY ENGLISH, Lederer frolics
through the logic-boggling byways of our language,
discovering the names for phobias you didn't know you could
have, the longest words in our dictionaries, and the shortest
sentence containing every letter in the alphabet. You'll take a
bird's-eye view of our beastly language, feast on a banquet of
mushrooming food metaphors, and meet the self-reflecting
Doctor Rotcod, destined to speak only in palindromes.
(Banjo Play Along). The Banjo Play-Along Series will help you
play your favorite songs quickly and easily with incredible
backing tracks to help you sound like a bona fide pro! Just
follow the banjo tab, listen to the demo track to hear how the
banjo should sound, and then play along with the separate
backing tracks. Each Banjo Play-Along pack features eight
cream of the crop songs. This volume includes: Blue Skies *
Get up and Go * If I Had a Hammer (The Hammer Song) *
Kisses Sweeter Than Wine * Mbube (Wimoweh) * Sailing
Down My Golden River * Turn! Turn! Turn! (To Everything
There Is a Season) * We Shall Overcome.
Pete Seeger was an American folk musician and social
activist whose outspoken songs about freedom and justice
got him blacklisted from radio and TV for years. Pete Seeger
was still singing and playing the banjo for tens of thousands
of fans even when he was at the age of ninety-four. Born in
New York City on May 3, 1919, Pete came from a family of
musicians. Despite writing and singing folk songs that all of
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America knows, not many kids know his name. Why?
Because his ties to the Communist Party got him banned
from radio and television for many years! Well-known for his
civil rights activism with Martin Luther King Jr., Seeger also
spearheaded efforts that cleaned up the Hudson River and
made it beautiful again. His best-known songs include
"Where Have All the Flowers Gone?", "If I Had a Hammer"
and "Turn, Turn, Turn." In this easy-to-read biography from
the New York Times best-selling series, Pete Seeger is
revealed as not just a performer but as a champion for a
better world and the eighty illustrations contained in the book
help bring his story to life.

Pete Seeger is an outstanding folksinger and an
American treasure. Millions in every corner of the
globe have listened to and sung along with
Seeger—discovering the riches of America's folk song
heritage. Originally published in 1961, this book
includes the most popular songs in Pete Seeger's
songbag. 84 traditional folk songs, including such
favorites as "Irene Goodnight," "Darline Corey,"
"Shenandoah," etc. Each song comes complete with
melody line, lyrics, guitar chords, and Seeger's own
introductory comments. Beautifully illustrated
throughout with over 100 reproductions of
documentary prints and wood-cuts, American
Favorite Ballads presents a rich panorama of our
America's great folk song legacy.
"In the last ten years, the United States—the most
powerful and technically advanced society in human
history—has been confronted by a series of ominous,
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seemingly intractable crises. First there was the
threat to the environmental survival; then there was
the apparent shortage of energy: and now there is
the unexpected decline of the economy. These are
usually regarded as separate afflictions, each to be
solved in its own terms: environmental degradation
by pollution controls; the energy crisis by finding new
sources of energy and new ways of conserving it;
the economic crisis by manipulating prices, taxes,
and interest rates. But each effort to solve one crisis
seems to clash with the solution of the
others—pollution control reduces energy supplies;
energy conservation jobs. Inevitably, proponents of
one solution become opponents of the others. Policy
stagnates and remedial action is paralyzed, adding
to the confusion and gloom that beset the country."
So opens Barry Commoner's The Poverty of Power,
the book in which America's great biologist and
environmentalist addresses himself to the central
question of our day. He concludes that "what
confronts us is not a series of separate crises, but a
single basic deficit—a fault that lies deep in the
design of modern society. This book is an effort to
unearth that fault, to trace its relation to the separate
crises, and to consider what can be done to correct it
at its root."
Banished from the town for making mischief, a little
boy and his father are welcomed back when they
find a way to make the dreaded giant Abiyoyo
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disappear.
The folksinger offers a guide to the art of storytelling,
with new versions of familiar folktales, original
stories, and tales based on songs, and family
histories, along with suggestions for retelling and
personalizing stories.
Listen. There was nobody like Pete Seeger.
Wherever he went, he got people singing. With his
head thrown back and his Adam’s apple bouncing,
picking his long-necked banjo or strumming his
twelve-string guitar, Pete sang old songs, new
songs, new words to old songs, and songs he made
up. In this gorgeously written and illustrated tribute to
legendary musician and activist Pete Seeger, author
Leda Schubert highlights major musical events in Mr.
Seeger's life as well important moments of his fight
against social injustice. From singing sold-out
concerts to courageously standing against the
McCarthy-era finger-pointing, Pete Seeger's life is
celebrated in this bold book for young readers with
gorgeous illustrations by Raúl Colón. A Neal Porter
Book This title has Common Core connections.
Pete Seeger, the iconic folk musician and multiple
Grammy winner, discovered early in life that what he
wanted to do was make music. His amazing career
as singer, songwriter, and banjo player spanned
seven decades, and included both low points (being
charged with contempt of Congress) and highlights
(receiving the Kennedy Center Honor from President
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Clinton). An activist and protester, Seeger crusaded
for the rights of labor, the rights of people of color,
and the First Amendment right to let his voice be
heard, and launched the successful campaign to
clean up the Hudson River. Archival photographs
and prints, source notes, bibliography, index.
When We Were Good traces the many and varied
cultural influences on the folk revival of the late fifties
and sixties. In his capacious analysis of the
ideologies, traditions, and personalities that created
an extraordinary moment in American popular
culture, Cantwell explores the idea of folk at the
deepest level.
The well-known folksinger explores the appeal,
traditions, significance and performers of folk music
from America, Asia, Europe, and Africa
Pete Seeger in His Own WordsRoutledge
As a young boy spins a rhythmic yarn about the animals he
feeds by yonder tree, a parade of baa-ing, quacking, and
mooing farm animals gathers. When they all doze off, it’s the
boy’s turn for something scrumptious! With hidden details to
discover in the illustrations and plenty of repetition in the text,
young children will enjoy joining in on this read-aloud. Now
part of the Folk Tale Classics series, this one is sure to
become a story time favorite!
How Can I Keep from Singing? is the compelling story of how
the son of a respectable Puritan family became a
consummate performer and American rebel. Updated with
new research and interviews, unpublished photographs, and
thoughtful comments from Pete Seeger himself, this is an
inside history of the man Carl Sandburg called “America’s
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Tuning Fork.” In the only biography on Seeger, David
Dunaway parts the curtains on his life. Who is this rail-thin,
eighty-eight-year-old with the five-string banjo, whose
performances have touched millions of people for more than
seven decades? Bob Dylan called him a saint. Joan Baez
said, “We all owe our careers to him.” But Seeger’s
considerable musical achievements were overshadowed by
political controversy when he became perhaps the most
blacklisted performer in American history. He was
investigated for sedition, harassed by the FBI and the CIA,
picketed, and literally stoned by conservative groups. Still, he
sang. Today, Seeger remains an icon of conscience and
culture, and his classic antiwar songs, sung by Bruce
Springsteen and millions of others, live again in the
movement against foreign wars. His life holds lessons for
surviving repressive times and for turning to music to change
the world. “This biography is a beauty. It captures not only
the life of the bard but the world of which he sings.” –Studs
Terkel “A fine and meticulous biography . . . Dunaway has
taken [Seeger’s] materials and woven them into a detailed,
interesting, and well-written narrative of a most fascinating
life.” –American Music “An extraordinary tale of an
extraordinary man [that] will intrigue not only his legions of
followers but everyone interested in one man’s battles and
victories.” –Chicago Sun-Times
A tall, skinny man in blue jeans stands on a stage, one hand
on his banjo, the other raised to the crowd of 15,000 people
who have come to celebrate his ninetieth birthday. "Sing it!"
he shouts, and everyone sings. How did a humble, banjoplaying Harvard University dropout become one of the most
influential figures of the twentieth century? This is the story of
Pete Seeger—singer, songwriter, social activist,
environmentalist—who filled his toolbox with songs and set out
to repair whatever in the world was broken. His story
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intertwines with a century of American history, and readers
will be surprised to discover how many familiar songs, people,
and projects somehow connect back to this one individual.
What was it like for a city boy like Pete to hope freight trains
with Woody Guthrie, the free-spirited composter of "This Land
Is Your Land"? "The Lion Sleeps Tonight," a song beloved by
people all over the world, might have been lost to history had
it not been for Pete Seeger. The Hudson River is cleaner than
it used to be; what did Pete do to help that happen? Through
learning of his life of activism, readers will become links in the
chain, inspired to reflect on their own power to make change.
The classic collection of candid interviews with the greatest
songwriters of our time, including Bob Dylan, Brian Wilson,
Patti Smith, Paul Simon, Tom Petty, and dozens more This
expanded fourth edition of Songwriters on Songwriting
includes ten new interviews--with Alanis Morissette, Lenny
Kravitz, Lou Reed, and others. In these pages, sixty-two of
the greatest songwriters of our time go straight to the source
of the magic of songwriting by offering their thoughts,
feelings, and opinions on their art. Representing almost every
genre of popular music, from blues to pop to rock, here are
the figures that have shaped American music as we know it.
The first book to document the efforts of the FBI against the
most famous American folk singers of the mid-twentieth
century, including Woody Guthrie, 'Sis Cunningham, Pete
Seeger, Lee Hays and Burl Ives. Some of the most prominent
folk singers of the twentieth century, including Woody Guthrie,
'Sis Cunningham, Pete Seeger, Lee Hays, Burl Ives, etc.,
were also political activists with various associations with the
American Communist Party. As a consequence, the FBI,
along with other governmental and right-wing organizations,
were monitoring them, keeping meticulous files running many
thousands of pages, and making (and carrying out) plans to
purge them from the cultural realm. In The Folk Singers and
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the Bureau, Aaron J Leonard draws on an unprecedented
array of declassified documents and never before released
files to shed light on the interplay between left-wing folk artists
and their relationship with the American Communist Party,
and how it put them in the US government's repressive cross
hairs. At a time of increasing state surveillance and
repression, The Folk Singers and the Bureau shows how the
FBI and other governmental agencies have attempted to
shape and repress American culture.
Start with a crowing rooster and turn the pages to see the
animals pile up, one by one. As the lyrics add a meowing cat,
a quacking duck, and more friendly critters, the stepped
pages offer a creative way to read a cumulative story without
leaving any of the animals behind. The soundtrack for this
book is the folk song "I Had a Rooster," sung by Pete Seeger.
Relates the chain of events that caused the frog to puff
himself up until he exploded--all because of a song. Includes
the melody.

A SUNDAY TIMES AND TELEGRAPH BOOK OF THE
YEAR SHORTLISTED FOR THE PENDERYN MUSIC
BOOK PRIZE Peggy Seeger is one of folk music's most
influential artists and songwriters. Born in New York City
in 1935, she enjoyed a childhood steeped in music and
left-wing politics - they remain her lifeblood. After college,
she travelled to Russia and China - against US advice before arriving in London, where she met the man with
whom she would raise three children and share the next
thirty-three years: Ewan MacColl. Together, they helped
lay the foundations of the British folk revival, through the
influential Critics Group and the landmark BBC Radio
Ballads series. And as Ewan's muse, she inspired one of
the twentieth century's most popular love songs, 'The
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First Time Ever I Saw Your Face'. With a clear eye and
generous spirit, Peggy writes of a rollercoaster life - of
birth and abortion, sex and infidelity, devotion and
betrayal - in a luminous, beautifully realised account.
(Music Sales America). Pete Seeger is an outstanding
folksinger and an American treasure. Millions in every
corner of the globe have listened to and sung along with
Seeger-discovering the riches of America's folk song
heritage. Originally published in 1961, this book includes
the most popular songs in Pete Seeger's songbag. 84
traditional folk songs, including such favorites as "Irene
Goodnight," "Darline Corey," "Shenandoah," etc. Each
song comes complete with melody line, lyrics, guitar
chords, and Seeger's own introductory comments.
Beautifully illustrated throughout with over 100
reproductions of documentary prints and wood-cuts,
American Favorite Ballads presents a rich panorama of
our country's great folk song legacy.
Inspired by the rhythms of American folk music, this
moving account of Pete Seeger's life celebrates his
legacy, showing kids of every generation that no cause is
too small and no obstacle too large if, together, you
stand up and sing! Pete Seeger was born with music in
his bones. Coming of age during the Great Depression,
Pete saw poverty and adversity that would forever shape
his worldview, but it wasn't until he received his first
banjo that he found his way to change the world. It was
plucking banjo strings and singing folk songs that
showed Pete how music had the incredible power to
bring people together. Using this gift throughout his life,
Pete encouraged others to rally behind causes that
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mattered--fighting for Civil Rights, ending the Vietnam
War, or cleaning up the Hudson River. For Pete, no
challenge was too great, and what started out as a love
for music turned into a lifetime of activism and change.
His greatest talent--and greatest passion--would become
an unforgettable part of American history.
Joan of Arc was born in a small French village during the
worst period of the Hundred Years' War. For
generations, France had been besieged by the British. At
age 11, Joan began to see religious visions telling her to
join forces with the King of France. By the time she was
a teenager, she was leading troops into battle in the
name of her country. Though she was captured and
executed for her beliefs, Joan of Arc became a Catholic
saint and has since captured the world's imagination.
Lyrics and guitar chords for 1200 traditional and modern
folk songs.
Presents a portrait of the folk singer, tracing his career
and influence as a singer and surveying his political
development.
A dazzling novel from one of our finest writers—an epic
yet intimate family saga about three generations of allAmerican radicals At the center of Jonathan Lethem’s
superb new novel stand two extraordinary women: Rose
Zimmer, the aptly nicknamed Red Queen of Sunnyside,
Queens, is an unreconstructed Communist who savages
neighbors, family, and political comrades with the ferocity
of her personality and the absolutism of her beliefs. Her
precocious and willful daughter, Miriam, equally
passionate in her activism, flees Rose’s influence to
embrace the dawning counterculture of Greenwich
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Village. These women cast spells over the men in their
lives: Rose’s aristocratic German Jewish husband,
Albert; her cousin, the feckless chess hustler Lenny
Angrush; Cicero Lookins, the brilliant son of her black
cop lover; Miriam’s (slightly fraudulent) Irish folksinging
husband, Tommy Gogan; their bewildered son, Sergius.
Flawed and idealistic, Lethem’s characters struggle to
inhabit the utopian dream in an America where
radicalism is viewed with bemusement, hostility, or
indifference. As the decades pass—from the parlor
communism of the ’30s, McCarthyism, the civil rights
movement, ragged ’70s communes, the romanticization
of the Sandinistas, up to the Occupy movement of the
moment—we come to understand through Lethem’s
extraordinarily vivid storytelling that the personal may be
political, but the political, even more so, is personal.
Lethem’s characters may pursue their fates within
History with a capital H, but his novel is—at its
mesmerizing, beating heart—about love.
The Revolution Where You Live Stories from a
12,000-Mile Journey through a New America Like many
of us, YES! Magazine cofounder Sarah van Gelder was
alarmed about the state of American society. The deep
divides, racial violence, climate change, economic
insecurity, and inequality—is our society coming
unraveled? Has anyone got answers? She confided her
fears to a friend, who said, “If the universe could deploy
the one small person that is you, what would it have you
do?” Her answer surprised them both: “I'd go out
traveling and see for myself.” Driving a twelve-year-old
Toyota pickup with a tiny camper, she visited eighteen
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states and five Indian reservations, big cities and small
towns. Instead of staying in the centers of power, where
people are richly rewarded for their allegiance to the
status quo, she headed out on the back roads of
Montana and North Dakota; to the abandoned
neighborhoods of Detroit, Chicago, Cincinnati, and
Newark; to Appalachia and Greensboro, North Carolina;
and home via Texas, New Mexico, and Utah. Van Gelder
invites you to come with her as she meets the quirky and
the committed, the local heroes and the healers who,
under the mass media's radar, are getting stuff done.
The common thread running through their work was best
summed up by a phrase she saw on a mural in Newark:
“We the People LOVE This Place.” That connection we
each have to our physical and ecological place, and to
our human community, is where we find our power and
our best hopes for a new America.
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